Subject: Letter to Foreign Secretary and Condoleeza Rice
Dear Friend,
Sorry for the long letters, but if we are to save the planet some-one
some-where has to do a Dr Deming for civilisation.
The President of Purdue is chair of the Association of American
Universities and had been selected by PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH for the
Science, Technology Advisory Board. We have to get inspire him to act.
One letter from him and it will get to President Bush.
In my experience of life people do not act unless they have a little
creative competition. Will you please get Bill Bellows to go
immediately to the Deming Board and get them to write to President Bush
and invite him to the Deming Washington Conference, and copy the letter
to me and President Jischke of Purdue. It will perhaps inspire him to
act, although I understand that he is very creative, and has hopefully
done so now that he has received the fax that I sent to you earlier.
If only the Deming people, like so many people, would stop looking
inwards to their own problems and saw that unless we help to solve the
problem of the system that we ALL live in there will be no problems to
solve, because we won't exist as humankind. We must look outwards
and get others to look to the stars....or at least the oceans.....just
as President Kennedy did with the race to the Moon. In any system
without a common purpose, whether it be family, crew, club, country or
civilisation it eventually breaks up and people are at war with each
other. America, and the world needs a common purpose, if we are to
stop fighting each, and it stares us in the face. Hope that you can
get that message to Bill Bellows as soon as possible. Dr Demings work
saved Japan at a time of crisis - that was the rehearsal. Now we have
the real event to prove whether his ideas work on the big system.....We
have to try.
Following are the letters that I have sent to Margaret Beckett and
Condoleeza Rice.
Good paddling,
David.
Rt Hon Margaret Beckett MP,
Foreign Secretary,
Foreign Office,
King Charles Street,
London SW1A 2AH

26th July 2006

America: Creating the World’s first Sustainable Civilisation
By Curing the Cancer of Climate Change
Without ‘Arbitrary Targets’
Starting with ‘A Paddle for Life’
“We all need a Bush conversion on the road to Delhi and Beijing”
Chris Patten: Not Quite The Diplomat.
“We need every tool in the bag, and some new tools too”
Sir David King Independent 13th July 2006
“....At the heart of the endeavour is creating ‘a new story’.....That
‘story’ can be construed either in a completely secular way, or from a
spiritual/religious perspective. In that respect it is genuinely
universal......”
Sir Jonathan Porritt: Capitalism As If The World Matters
“We have seven years left to save the planet”
Tony Blair. 8th February 2006

I am writing to invite you to name the world’s first Liberty Bell Boat
001, the ‘Spirit of the United Kingdom and Climate Change’, in Derby,
so that that you can see first hand, the ‘tools’ that we have developed
in the United Kingdom, to set about bringing America, China, India, and
Europe, on board, Curing the Cancer of Climate Change, as the first
step in creating sustainable civilisations. I would suggest that we
name it at the Toyota plant in Derby, as part of creating a world story
for our children, about doing ‘more with less’. The ‘tools’ are
already in America and China will be made aware of them in August.
Some years ago you, Tony Blair, and Peter Mandelson, together with over
150 MP’s, the British Olympic Association and leaders throughout the
United Kingdom supported us and the British Canoe Union, for a
Millennium project designed to bring every person in the United Kingdom
on board in setting out on a voyage to create the world’s first
sustainable civilisation. Some MP’s said it was likely to be the
greatest idea to be put to the Commission. We received no money and
instead built the Dome. Despite that we carried on and the ‘tools’,
now honed in the environment of scarce recourses, are ready to bring
America, Europe, China, India and the world on board in building
sustainable civilisations. It seems to me that whoever picks them up
and uses them will lead the way in the 21st Century. We had hoped it
would be Britain, but now believe that it has to be the United States,
China, Europe, and India.

The ideas were launched in America by Indiana state senators, two
weeks ago and the next step is to get the Governor of Indiana to launch
them in Indianapolis in September. Then our friends in America hope
to inspire President Bush to take part. But it would help them
greatly, and speed up the process, if either Tony Blair or Condoleezza
Rice took the ‘tools’ to President Bush, who we are sure would be
delighted to receive them. And you are in a position to speak to both
Tony Blair and Dr Rice.
I enclose letters that I have sent in the last few weeks to Peter
Mandelson, Tony Blair and President Bush. In my letter to President
Bush you will see that I make reference to the management methods of
Toyota, which are based on using the brains of all, to continually
improve the process. Those management methods were given to Japan
after WW2 by the American scientist Dr William Edwards Deming, who,
like President Bush, hated arbitrary targets. I met Dr Deming and was
asked if I could help his friends to get a message, through education,
about their systems approach, to the American people. We have now
done it, but have also related it to Earth Systems and Curing the
Cancer of Climate Change, as a first step in creating sustainable
civilisations.
Now, you may think it a little mad that here, in the United Kingdom, we
have invented the social catalyst to accelerate the process of social
change to the tipping point we need if we are not to allow the Earth’s
systems to reach the tipping points that will propel us to extinction,
but some thought Deming a little mad in 1950. Now, Toyota is the
largest car manufacturer in the world, and leading the way on
environmentally friendly cars, and you are in an excellent position to
check it out, being from an engineering background, and with Toyota in
Derby.
When I wrote to you for support for our Millennium project, you would
not give it before I had supplied more information and you had checked
it out. Once you had checked it out you gave your letter of support.
Now, with only seven years to go to save the planet, you are in a
position to check out these new ‘tools’, hardened and honed since the
Millennium, so that you can give Tony Blair and Dr Rice, the benefit of
your technical knowledge and the knowledge of the Toyota system, before
they take the ‘tools’ to President Bush. You can also of course give
your knowledge to Europe, through Peter Mandelson, and then to China,
India and the world.
I realise that the holiday season is just about with us, but with the
Earth’s systems reaching tipping point, I would hope that you could
spare a few minutes in Derby, before Tony Blair returns from holiday.
We are only an hour away from Derby and could visit you at short notice.

You have said that Climate Change is the top priority of the British
Government. We have the ‘tools’ to bring the world on board. All
you have to do is to pick up the tools. The world’s future is then in
your hands.
I look forward to meeting you in Derby.
Best wishes,
Good paddling,

David W. Train. Olympic Coach LA-Atlanta
cc. Dr Condoleezza Rice, Dr Cynthia Tomovic, Rt Hon Keith Hill MP,
Peter Luff MP. Liz Lynne MEP

Dr Condoleezza Rice,
Secretary of State,
The White House,
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW,
Washington DC 20500, United States of America.
27th July 2006
Dear Dr Rice,
America: Creating the World’s first Sustainable Civilisation
By Curing the Cancer of Climate Change
Without ‘Arbitrary Targets’
Starting with ‘A Paddle for Life’
Some time ago I met the American scientist, Dr William Edwards Deming,
whose work transformed the quality of Japanese products, after WW2. I
was asked by Dr Deming’s friend, Dr Myron Tribus, former Dean of
Dartmouth, to help him get a message to America, through education,
about Dr Deming’s ‘coaching’ methods. I believe that those methods,
which are the very opposite of setting arbitrary methods, could now be
put to good use by the United States in bringing about the creation of
the world’s first sustainable civilisation.
I enclose a letter that I have sent to President Bush, together with a
letter that I have sent to Margaret Beckett, our Foreign Secretary.
In my letter to Margaret Beckett I ask her to name and launch the
world’s first Liberty Bell Boat 001, the ‘Spirit of the United Kingdom
and Climate Change’, which I made with a young American, the son of
Professor Cynthia Tomovic of Purdue University. David tragically died,

after taking drugs at a party, shortly after he left England. Liberty
Bell Boat 002, the ‘Spirit of the United States and Climate Change’ was
made by David’s friends and family, in West Lafayette, and I have
asked President Bush to name the boat, at the White House, to launch
these American inspired ideas in America.
The United States and the United Kingdom have been allies and fought
many battles together in peace and war. Climate Change, which affects
every person on the planet, gives us the opportunity to fight together
a battle in peace, for the sake of life itself. Inspired by an America
educator, the ‘tools’ to bring all on board are now in the American
educational system. I hope that after listening to Margaret Beckett,
you will inspire the President to pick up the ‘tools’ and lead America
in creating the world’s first sustainable civilisation, and I am sure
that Professor Cynthia Tomovic, David’s mother, would be delighted to
help.
Best wishes and ‘Good Paddling’,

David W. Train.
Olympic Coach LA-Atlanta
cc. Dr Cynthia Tomovic, Rt Hon Margaret Beckett MP., Liz Lynne MEP,
Robert Holmes Tuttle. US Amb’r

